
SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION ON DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
 

MINUTES 
 
 

         March 21, 2019 
 
 

The South Carolina Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs met on 
Thursday, March 21, 2019, at 9:00 a.m. at the Department of Disabilities and 
Special Needs Central Office, 3440 Harden Street Extension, Columbia, South 
Carolina. 
 
 
The following were in attendance: 
 
    COMMISSION 
 

Present: 
 Eva Ravenel, Chairman  

Gary Lemel – Vice Chairman 
Vicki Thompson – Secretary 
Sam Broughton, Ph.D. 
Lorri Unumb 
 

DDSN Administrative Staff 
 
Director Mary Poole; Mr. Pat Maley, Deputy Director; Mr. Rufus Britt, Associate 
State Director, Operations; Ms. Lisa Weeks, Chief Financial Officer; Mrs. Susan 
Beck, Associate State Director, Policy; Mr. Robb McBurney, Ms. Colleen Honey, 
Administrative Coordinator (For other Administrative Staff see Attachment 1 – 
Sign In Sheet). 
 
Guests 
(See Attachment 1 Sign-In Sheet) 
 
Coastal Regional Center (via videoconference) 
(See Attachment 2 Sign-In Sheet 
 
Pee Dee Regional Center (via videoconference) 
(See Attachment 3 Sign-In Sheet) 
 
Whitten Regional Center (via videoconference) 
(See Attachment 4 Sign-In Sheet) 
 
Pickens County DSN Board 
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News Release of Meeting 
 
 Chairman Ravenel called the meeting to order and Commissioner 
Thompson read a statement of announcement about the meeting that was 
distributed to the appropriate media, interested persons, and posted at the 
Central Office and on the website in accordance with the Freedom of 
Information Act. 
 
Adoption of the Agenda 
 
 On motion of Commissioner Broughton, seconded by Commissioner 
Unumb, the Commission adopted the March 21, 2019 Meeting Agenda.  
(Attachment A) 
 
Executive Session 
 
 On motion of Commissioner Broughton, seconded by Commissioner 
Unumb, the motion passed to enter into Executive Session to discuss a 
contractual matter. 
 
Enter into Public Session 
 
 The Commission entered into Public Session.  It was noted that no action 
was taken in the Executive Session. 
 
Invocation 
 
 Commissioner Unumb gave the invocation. 
 
Approval of the Commission Meeting Minutes  
 

On motion of Commissioner Broughton, seconded by Commissioner 
Lemel, the Commission approved the minutes of the February 21, 2019 
Commission Meeting. 
 
Public Input 
 
 The following individuals spoke during Public Input:  Deborah 
McPherson, Patricia Harrison, Susan John and Beth Bunge. 
 
Commissioners’ Update 
 

Commission Lemel spoke about attending the subcommittee at the State 
House regarding who can become a Commissioner to no avail as the meeting 
was adjourned before the issue came up for discussion.  He also spoke about a 
local individual who is participating in the International Special Olympics and 
how proud everyone was of his achievements. 
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State Director’s Report 
 

Director Poole reported on various topics.  (Attachment B) 
 
Brain Injury Awareness Month 
 
 Ms. Melissa Ritter, Director of the HASCI Division, gave a presentation. 
 
Legislative Oversight Committees Update 
 

Mr. Robb McBurney gave an update on the various Bills relating to the 
agency.  He also gave an update on the budget.  Commission Thompson asked 
for a monthly update.  (Attachment C) 
 
Strategic Plan 
 
 Mr. Pat Maley provided a detailed update on the agency’s strategic plan.  
(Attachment D) 
 
Case Management and Early Intervention Update 
 
 Director Poole gave a detailed update regarding the timeframe 
surrounding the CM rate changes and issues surrounding this topic for 
providers.  A discussion followed. 
 
Update on Use of Cameras in Community Settings 
 
 Mr. Rufus Britt gave an update on the RFP for installation of cameras in 
the Regional Centers.  Answers to previous questions regarding use in 
community settings were included in their binders for review. (Attachment E) 
 
Budget and Financial Update 
 

Ms. Weeks provided an overview of the agency’s financial activity and the 
agency’s current financial position.  It was noted that Mr. McBurney had 
earlier given the budget update.  (Attachment F) 
 
Next Regular Meeting 
 
 April 18, 2019. 

 
Submitted by, 

 
Colleen Honey 
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Approved: 

 
Commissioner Vicki Thompson 
Secretary 
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SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION ON DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 

A G E N D A 

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
3440 Harden Street Extension 

Conference Room 251 
Columbia, South Carolina 

March 21, 2019 9:00 A.M. 

1. Call to Order Chairman Eva Ravenel 

2. Welcome - Notice of Meeting Statement Commissioner Vicki Thompson 

3. Adoption of Agenda

4. Executive Session – discuss contractual matter

5. Enter into Public Session – at approximately 10:00 a.m. or later

6. Invocation Commissioner Lorri Unumb 

7. Introduction of Guests

8. Approval of the Minutes of the February 21, 2019 Commission Meeting

9. Public Input

10. Commissioners’ Update Commissioners 

11. State Director’s Report Director Mary Poole 

12. Business:

A. Brain Injury Awareness Month Ms. Melissa Ritter 
Director, DDSN HASCI Division 

B. Legislative Updates Mr. Robb McBurney 
C. Strategic Plan Director Mary Poole 
D. Case Management and Early Intervention Update Director Mary Poole 
E. Update on Use of Cameras in Community Settings Mr. Rufus Britt 
F. Budget Update Ms. Lisa Weeks 
G. Financial Update Ms. Lisa Weeks 

13. Next Regular Meeting (April 18, 2019)

14. Adjournment
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Director’s Report March 21, 2019 

In addition to Disabilities Awareness Month and Brain Injury 
Awareness Month – today 3-21 is World Down Syndrome Day. 

3rd month 21st day – Trisomy 21 – blue and yellow colors and 
crazy socks mark the day. 

1. Answers to Commissioner Questions
1. Question: The Commission approved a plan of action

and response that went to the House Legislative
Oversight Committee in August of 2018 we will be
providing an update on this particular report in this
meeting. The plan said that Mercer would produce a
report in the Fall of 2018 recommending future payment
system options and that Mercer would update all DHHS
service rates with DDSN with a report due in early
2019.
ANSWER: SCDHHS owns the report and is paying the
consultant to help it set its rate to DDSN and provide
input on DDSN's band payment system.  SCDHHS has
the report in DRAFT and working with Mercer to
finalize.  DDSN has no certain date of release, but it
appears to be soon.  Informal communications with
SCDHHS appear to indicate the band system has many
unfavorable risks. We have yet to see the report.

2. QUESTION: An update of the Direct Care Provider
staffing crisis in the Regional Centers.  (If the crisis
continues, we were supposed to develop a contingency
plan).

1. ANSWER: DDSN has established a new monthly
reporting system to capture DSPs and nurses "on
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the floor" staffing at each Regional Center to 
measure progress on critical staffing issue on a 
monthly basis.  Nursing is at about 85% of 
staffing needs.  DSPs staffing varies.   

2. PEE DEE and MIDLANDS appear to be out of the 
woods with just above 90% DSP staffing, but 
WHITTEN and COASTAL are still in the mid 70% 
staffing level range.   

3. With Coastal is doing marginally better in February 
and running two orientation classes a month and 
Whitten having an exceptionally large applicant 
pool last month submitting 40 applications for 
review, Executive staff is cautiously optimistic that 
recent aggressive recruiting efforts, to include 
using private recruiting tools (ZIP 
recruiter/Indeed), will significantly improve the 
situation.  

4. That being said – we do have contingency plans in 
a worst case scenario and at this point that 
situation is most likely to occur at Whitten. 
Whitten is significantly higher in population than 
any of the other centers. We can move 18 
consumers from Whitten to Pee Dee which has a 
building ready and Pee Dee staffing is approaching 
100% staffing.  This building was being groomed 
for triage beds, but lack of funding has slowed 
that effort. Not stopped it just slowed it. 

5.  2nd contingency is MIDLANDS which has healthy 
staffing, but currently the available building being 
utilized while another is being overhauled.   
 

3. QUESTION: An update on policy/training on Direct 
Care Provider’s “reactions to behaviors”. (“2/3 of ANE’s 



leading to arrests are preceded by volatile consumer 
behaviors”. 

1. We are currently updating Abuse/Neglect training 
to better fit the learner – while this is being done, 
we continue to train our staff at the centers with 
the current curriculum. We have also added 
increased number of unannounced facility checks 
by management, increased supervisor presence in 
the units.  Staff trainers are being encouraged to 
train at the point of interaction in real time as they 
too, conduct oversight reviews. In addition we 
share information about incidents to the staff and 
are encouraging staff to request help when 
needed. 

2. After the March Executive RM Meeting, we will be 
sending out another provider bulletin with ideas 
and suggestions to help their staff manage their 
behavior when dealing with a consumer’s 
escalating behavior. 

3. We are currently reviewing indicators internally 
and with the help of the Quality Management work 
group to look for ways to ensure meaningful care 
plans and the development of effective internal 
systems. 

4. We are also looking at redesigning the Residential 
Support Plans as well as the development of an 
acuity based model for staffing.   

5. The model we have developed to measure the 
Mentor HM homes will be used to review all HM 
providers. 

6. The fact that we are looking at plan and staffing 
quality will drive provider improvement, whereas 



prior poor Alliant scores have not motivated such 
a change 

4. QUESTION: An update on the Laurens County High
Need Bed Development (was to be operational by the
end of 2018)

ANSWER: Lauren's high needs house has been given 
to Lauren's DSN Board.  It was licensed in February and 
four consumers have been identified for placement; 2 from 
Whitten and 2 from Critical Needs List.   

5. Question: An update on the establishment of triage
beds to address critical cases

1. The development of the Triage beds has been
slowed due to lack of internal funding and the fact
that the House budget did not support our request

2. I have reengaged with the senate finance
committee to once again explain our need

3. We have building capacity at Pee Dee (if not used
to move the Whitten Center individuals) or at
Midlands once building updates are complete -
with near 100% staffing awaiting funding.

4. We just reviewed all non-service contracts and will
be looking at those without measureable
outcomes to help us fund this more immediate
need.

Director’s report ends here and the update on EI and CM continues 



UPDATE ON CM AND EI 

• Baby Net is a program operated by DHHS and will be going fee for
service on July 1.

• Director Baker has completed 4 regional trainings for providers
discussing some details and informing providers that they need to
become an enrolled provider with Medicaid.

• BabyNet children under 36 months will be direct billed to Medicaid\
• 36 – 6, if DDSN eligible and in need of EI services will direct bill to

SCDDSN
• We will resume our EI committee meetings 2nd Wednesday of the

month
• DDSN continues to offer technical assistance to providers.
• Private providers are already doing fee for service billing

CM- 

1. Just as a refresher _ the change to CM billing was originally
established quite some time ago.

a. The beginning goes back to 2012 and a few Medicaid state
directors ago.

b. In 2012 SCDHHS under the leadership to Tony Keck submitted
a state plan amendment to CMS which requested moving all
MTCM to market rates.

c. The rates were developed with DHHS, DDSN and providers all
sitting at the table.

d. Two rates were developed – one for MTCM and later one for
WCM which was a new service being developed for the waivers.

e. The plan required provider MTCM cost based rates to be
incrementally reduced with new blended rates over a 30 month
period starting on 1/1/13.

f. These new blended rates were to be gradually implemented
starting with a blended rate composed of 75% cost based and
25% market rate. This rate would drop incrementally to  50/50,
25/75 and finally to a .100% full market rate of $20/unit for a
face to face and $15 for all other at the end of 30 months
which was July 1, 2015.

g. Now remember that MTCM was the only service available so all
cases – including waiver cases fell under this category.



h. During this time the amendment for waiver case management 
was submitted and approved – however the service was never 
implemented. 

i. There are significant difference in WCM and MTCM so a DHHS 
established a different rate – it was established in the same 
manner with providers and DDSN at the table. The rate is 25.20 
f/f and 15.50 for office. Tis rate was established in October 
2013 and expected to be implemented on 07/1/2014. However 
since WCM was not implemented the rate was never instituted. 
It was decided to maintain the existing blended rate at the time 
75/25 which was $40/39 per unit or $160/156 per hour. 

2. Prior to Spring of 2018, what steps were taken to meet that 
mandate?  During 2012-2013 when the blended rate was to be 
introduced and completed by 7/1/2015, DDSN and its providers were 
doing what we are doing now--emphasizing billing efficiency and 
generating monthly feedback reports on progress.  However, when it 
became clear the blended rate step-down process was stalled or 
stopped, emphasis on billing efficiency dimmed leading the poor 31% 
billing efficiency compared to monthly band payment in March 2018 
(month before SC DHHS advised of the re-start).  We were also 
waiting for the new service to start and it never did.  
 

3. Since Spring of 2018, what new deadlines have been put in 
place?  IN the spring of 2018 – According to the commission meeting 
minutes, it was April of 2018 when Pat first informed the 
commissioners and the provider community that the market rate SPA 
had been approved. SCDHHS initial "desire" was to start on 
7/1/2018, which was three months after SC DHHS notified DDSN of 
the re-starting CM market rates.  This "desire" quickly disappeared 
and SC DHHS provided DDSN latitude to re-boot providers' billing 
efficiency without a deadline, but 12/31/2018 seemed to be a general 
target.  When I came on board my message was no market rate 
without Waiver Case Management. It was obvious that Waiver Case 
Management Policy/Procedure must come with implementation, 
which then moved SC DHHS to evolve into settling on 7/1/2019 
which is a hard deadline from SC DHHS. AS we continue to incur 
liability as long   
 



4. How did the July 1st date get finalized?  So I would like to say that it
was mutually agreed upon based on the need for WCM to developed
into an actual service –

5. What is the current status as far as viability of providers? Although it
is useful to gauge improvement by measuring billing efficiency
against the $138 monthly capitated rate, it is not helpful to consider
achieving less than 100% of this $138 month benchmark as failure
after implementing market rates.  The $138/month rate was financed
with SC DHHS’s substantially higher reimbursement of $160/$156 per
hour reimbursement rates.  On July 1, 2019, SC DHHS will lower its
CM reimbursement rate to DDSN to the market rate of $100/$60 per
hour.  SC DHHS has done its due diligence and stands by this rate as
reasonable aided by providers' low billing efficiency (6 hours/annually
per consumer & 46% billing efficiency break-even point for
$100/$60).  The best way to understand viability is understand each
provider's is to understand their individual "break-even"
point.  Break-even points vary between providers based on overhead
and management proficiency.  A high over-head (state retirement;
state health insurance; state leave benefits) has an estimated break-
even point in the low 60% and a low-overhead (little fringe benefits
& virtual workplace) has an estimated break-even% in the low
40%.  Anecdotal data from providers seem to be in the 50-60%
break-even range.

6. What is the availability of other options to cover CM if some providers
get out of that business?

a. Our survey shows we have and adequate number of additional
providers in each county for both CM and EI – especially EI.
Although we mat be a little thin on EI coverage in Hampton
County

b. Our survey has also shown we have a few boards who are
willing to expand into other counties so we are looking at our
RFP process to see if it is a stumbling block to allow this to



happen when these providers are already providing the service 
and are known to the agency. We will need to ensure that they 
will not provide a direct service (residential or day) 

c. We have developed a case transition process (of which I have a
copy) and we have already started the process with Easter
Seals for CM and Darlington County DSN for ID individuals. We
have found the process that has been developed works rather
well.

d. Remember that when an agency stops doing CM they will be
eliminating a department – this gives the new providers ready
access to qualified staff – although they would have to
determine if it is a good fit for their company. The opportunity
is there.

e. We are looking into a possible prospective step down rate for
the first quarter – this has financial implications for DDSN for
example If we provide the 60% band payment, those providers
that fail in July with billing efficiency can still make
payroll.  The "live fire" test under CM market rates failed, but
we will still have time to move cases underpinned by both
contract and our subsidy.

i. We have a contract with a discontinuance of service clause
ii. We have a procedure for Termination of Case Management

which has been tested
iii. We have a sample termination notice to participant letter and sample

provider fair letters
We have the current Contract Language

Discontinuance of Service 
 In the event that the Contractor desires to discontinue service provision prior to the contract 
expiration date, or does not desire to renew or enter into a new contract upon expiration, The 
Agency and the service user’s Financial Management entity, may at their option, require the 
Contractor to continue to provide services to service user(s) for a period of at least sixty (60) 
days past the termination or expiration of a contract or until appropriate alternate 
arrangements or placements are made.  Under these circumstances, the Contractor will be 
reimbursed at the payment rate specified in the contract.  The Contractor shall cooperate with 
The Agency and the service user’s Financial Management entity to find appropriate alternate 
arrangements or placements. 



Closing thoughts: 

Susan John is right, we have not given the providers the WCM manual – however the 
increased requirements have been communicated - there are just a few details to 
hammer out – none of which will lower the potential billing opportunities but will 
actually increase them. Payment for FF visit with travel has reverted back to the original 
intent and there is no difference with how many people you see at that site as long as it 
isn’t group case management - you can only charge for the time you spend working 
with the individual.  

Here are a couple of very interesting facts - 

For a year we have been preaching that the new WCM service will have requirements 
which makes monthly contact and quarterly face to face visits mandatory so they 
should begin acting in that manner now and they will see that their billing would 
increase because the requirements have basically doubled.   I wanted to measure if CM 
entities were doing the monthly contacts for each case or are they just sticking to the 
current standards and not making additional contacts. I asked for an analysis of 
monthly billing and the results were very disappointing – 

One year sample period analysis: 
 140,412 months - 103,583 billable months = 36,529 months (26.2%) w ithout service 
note activity. 
 36,529 months X $138/month capitated band payment = $5,041,002/year in 
monthly band payments without any documented work.   
This says we paid $5 M for NOTHING.    

If we increase the current billing to include all of the missing months – boards will be 
fine and those we support will be receiving a better product.  

In addition: 

Currently for non-waiver consumers providers bill MTCM and are paid retrospectively at 
the market rate of $20 (and change) and $15 (and change) per 15-minute unit.  Last 
February the number of consumers receiving MTCM was 1,720 and the providers billed 
$54,065. February 2019 providers billed $116,245 – more people enrolled?  Not really – 
the number of folks enrolled is 1757 – that is an increase of only 37 people or 
2.11%  yet billing has increased by 115%  

They have proven it can be done. 



Procedure for Termination of Case Management Contract 

This procedure must be followed when a DDSN contractor wishes to terminate its contract or 
the Case Management portion of its contract. 

Contractors must provide written notice to the State Director of DDSN at least 90 days prior to 
the intended termination date.  

Written notice must include a proposed Transition Plan. DDSN will have 30 days to 
approve/amend the Transition Plan.  The contract termination date shall not be less than 60 
days after the date the Transition Plan is approved by DDSN.  When approved, based on the 
elements of the Transition Plan, DDSN will specify the frequency with which the contractor 
must provide progress reports on the status of the transition.   

The Transition Plan must include specific benchmarks with anticipated completion dates to be 
achieved during the transition.  Benchmarks must be specific and verifiable by DDSN.   

The required elements of a Transition Plan are: 

For Consumers Receiving Active Case Management 
• Method(s) and target dates by which all consumers/guardians will be notified of the

provider’s intent to no longer provide Case Management.
• Method(s)to be used to offer choice of any/all Case Management providers serving the

areas / locations currently covered by the contractor.  The date by which all affected
consumers/guardians will be offered the choice.  A description of how the offering of
choice will be documented.

• A description of how the consumer’s/guardian’s choice of new CM provider will be
documented.

• The plan for communicating with any/all chosen (receiving) provider(s) to ensure:
o Provider is willing to accept the consumer and able to provide services

seamlessly.
o Service authorizations will be coordinated so that there is no break in authorized

services during the transfer.



o The plan for the transfer of physical (paper) records to ensure that records are
not transferred electronically without physical (paper) records (file) delivery.

• Plan for the transfer of all consumers to the chosen provider(s).
• Method(s) for a final communication with each consumer/guardians to notify of the

date of the transfer and to provide a contact name / phone number for the chosen
provider.

• Attestation of the contractor’s intent to continue to serve consumers until all are
successfully transitioned to a new provider, including service beyond the approved
contract end date if warranted.

For Consumers Not Receiving Active Case Management 
• Method(s) for notification to consumers/guardians of the provider’s intent to no longer

provide Case Management and specific information about who/how to contact should
need arise.

• Timeline for electronic transfer of records to a designated DDSN caseload.
• A plan for maintenance of all physical (paper) records in accordance with DDSN

Directive 368-01-DD: “Individual Service Delivery Records Management”, with access
available to DDSN.



DDSN Commission Legislative Update ---March 21, 2019 

1 Budget, H. 4000-  The budget was passed in the House of Representatives on March 13. 

The House funded 3 of our Legislative priorities, including our number one priority, the 1 

dollar and hour increase for Direct Care workers. They also funded our Child Protective 

Custody Transition program as well as 2 million in non-recurring funds for the Genomic 

Data Initiative at the Greenwood Genetic Center.  

The budget will now go to the Senate, where the Senate Finance Committee is beginning its 

work on the budget in sub-committees over the next 2 weeks and the full Senate Finance 

Committee is expected to work on the budget the week of April 2-4, with Senate Floor 

debate on the week of April 15-18.  

2. H. 3824 DDSN Commissioner Qualifications and Training-3-M Social Services,

Mental Health and Children Sub-Committee

Bill was scheduled for sub- committee Debate on February 27, but the sub-committee ran 

out of time to take up the bill.  

Debate will be rescheduled to the next meeting of the sub-committee. 

3. H 3825 and S. 529 – Medical decisions under the Adult Healthcare Consent Act. -

3-M Health and Environmental Sub-Committee

We were able to get a companion bill introduced in the Senate on February 19 by Senators, 

Young, Setzler, and Massey. 

We had a Sub-Committee Meeting yesterday. The 3-M Sub-Committee raised some 

questions regarding efforts that we make to locate family members. Those questions appear 

to be the main concerns that have been raised. We think that we can more thoroughly lay 

out our procedures and fine tune them if need be to get those concerns answered. There are 

also some technical changes that we need to make to the bill with an amendment. If we can 

get those things accomplished, we should be able to move this bill forward.  

4. H. 3273-Vulnerable Adult Abuse Registry-Judiciary Special Laws Sub-Committee

Ann Dalton spoke about this bill last month in her presentation since then it has had 2 sub-

committee hearing and work continues on the bill. There are significant due process and 

fiscal impacts on DSS and SLED that the sub-committee is studying.  
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Authorized  Spending Plan Budget versus Actual Expend 2-28-19 Printed:    3/14/2019

1 of 1

Funded Program - Bud Original Budget
Budget

Adjustments Current Budget YTD Actual Expense Balance
ADMINISTRATION $ 8,256,999.00 $ 0.00 $ 8,256,999.00 $ 3,976,761.76 $ 4,280,237.24
PREVENTION PROGRAM $ 657,098.00 $ 0.00 $ 657,098.00 -$ 15,495.00 $ 672,593.00
GREENWOOD GENETIC CENTER $ 13,185,571.00 $ 0.00 $ 13,185,571.00 $ 9,600,435.00 $ 3,585,136.00
CHILDREN'S SERVICES $ 16,302,094.00 $ 18,414,500.00 $ 34,716,594.00 $ 21,196,474.58 $ 13,520,119.42
BABYNET $ 5,587,500.00 -$ 5,587,500.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00
IN-HOME FAMILY SUPP $ 89,589,626.00 $ 3,378,716.77 $ 92,968,342.77 $ 39,491,507.86 $ 53,476,834.91

ADULT DEV&SUPP EMPLO $ 81,402,958.00 -$ 4,560,970.00 $ 76,841,988.00 $ 55,912,812.68 $ 20,929,175.32

SERVICE COORDINATION $ 22,656,140.00 $ 0.00 $ 22,656,140.00 $ 14,808,176.91 $ 7,847,963.09

AUTISM SUPP PRG $ 26,355,826.00 $ 0.00 $ 26,355,826.00 $ 10,257,167.23 $ 16,098,658.77

Pervasive Developmental Disorder (PDD) Program $ 0.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00

HD&SPINL CRD INJ COM $ 5,040,532.00 $ 0.00 $ 5,040,532.00 $ 3,078,943.73 $ 1,961,588.27

REG CTR RESIDENT PGM $ 84,032,118.00 $ 729,533.00 $ 84,761,651.00 $ 45,730,898.47 $ 39,030,752.53

HD&SPIN CRD INJ FAM $ 28,742,377.00 $ 540,000.00 $ 29,282,377.00 $ 12,326,690.87 $ 16,955,686.13

AUTISM COMM RES PRO $ 29,739,084.00 $ 0.00 $ 29,739,084.00 $ 22,235,917.34 $ 7,503,166.66

INTELL DISA COMM RES $ 317,799,720.00 $ 2,031,476.00 $ 319,831,196.00 $ 222,685,783.80 $ 97,145,412.20

STATEWIDE CF APPRO $ 0.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00

STATE EMPLOYER CONTR $ 32,745,158.00 $ 1,198,348.00 $ 33,943,506.00 $ 17,952,580.21 $ 15,990,925.79

DUAL EMPLOYMENT $ 0.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00
Legislative Authorized Total $ 762,092,801.00 $ 16,144,103.77 $ 778,236,904.77 $ 479,238,655.44 $ 298,998,249.33

-$59,703,587.77
$ 718,533,317.00 $ 479,238,655.44 $ 239,294,661.56

100.00% 66.70% 33.30%

100.00% 66.67% 33.33%

0.00% 0.03% -0.03%

Expenditure FY 18 -  % of total FY 17 -  % of total
Central Office Admin & Program 2.37% 2.36%
Indirect Delivery System Costs 1.56% 1.42%
Lander University 0.00% 0.05%
Board & QPL Capital 0.14% 0.59%
Greenwood Autism Research 0.03% 0.10%
Direct Service to Consumers 95.90% 95.48%

     Total 100.00% 100.00%

Methodology & Report Owner: DDSN Budget Division

REASONABLE

NOTE:  Prior FY data will be calculated and presented to provide assurance as to the consistent pattern of direct service 
& non-direct service expenditures and explanation for increases/decreases

FY 18/19 Legislative Authorized & Spending Plan Budget VS Actual Expenditures (as of 2/28/2019)

Expenditures categorized to provide insight into direct service consumers costs vs. non-direct service costs:

Legislative authorization capacity above actual spending plan budget 
DDSN spending plan budget

Percent of total spending plan budget

% of FY completed (expenditures) & % of FY remaining (available funds)
Difference

Carry Forward + Cash Flow Analysis Indicates Sufficient Cash to Meet FY 19 Estimated Expenditure Commitments:  YES_X__ ; At-Risk___ ; NO___
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South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
FY 2019-2020 Budget Request Items In Priority Order 

Approved by the Commission on 12/13/2018 

Page 1 of 5 03/13/19 

Program Need – Recurring Funds Budget Request for 
FY 2019-2020 

House of 
Representatives 

1 Safety and Quality of Care/Workforce Needs   
Workforce issues must be addressed in order to recruit and retain quality staff who provide essential 24/7 care to 
consumers.  This request is the third year of a multiyear request and has two components:   

(1) Increase the hiring wage for direct care staff and immediate supervisors.  Direct care wages are not competitive.
An increased hiring wage of at least $13.00 per hour is needed to be competitive.  This request supports moving
toward that goal by increasing the hiring wages to $13.00 per hour, an increase of 8.3 percent from $12.00 an hour.
Potential candidates will not apply if the starting pay is not reasonable.  Experience has demonstrated that direct
support employees can be hired, but often terminate within the first year to seek employment with large private
companies like Walmart and Lowe’s with similar pay and easier jobs than the demands of a direct support caregiver
in a 24/7 operation.  The current 44% turnover rate in DDSN regional centers is a direct result of erosion of pay,
forced overtime and inability to take earned leave days.  Flexibility will be requested to give providers some latitude
to incentivize new hires, such as $13/hour starts after a probationary period, but all funds must be only be used for
direct care staff.

(2) Retain essential staff to maintain service quality.  Service quality cannot be reduced and staffing ratios must meet
compliance standards and be maintained.  Wage compression exists at supervisory and manager levels where
longtime quality employees make the same wage as new hires.  Loss of longtime quality employees due to wage
levels not keeping up with industry benchmarks increases turnover, affects the quality of consumer care, results in
higher contract costs and increases the cost of training new staff to perform these vital services.

$10,400,000 

________________ 

Increase Hiring Wage 
$9.1M 

Compression & 
Retention  

$1.3M 

$10,400,000 

2 Community Service Rates:    
Community service provider rates have not been rebased across the board since 2006.  Through survey, interview, 
and cost analysis, all evidence suggests community service provider rates are not adequate to meet current level of 
provider costs for services.  Mercer Healthcare Consultants, Inc. (Mercer) is currently conducting a payment system 
review and a community service rate study, to include Community ICFs, due in January 2019 at the earliest.  DDSN 
does not have a validated rate study from which to seek increase appropriations to meet consumer needs.  However, 
given the estimate of receiving the Mercer rate study early in calendar year 2019, DDSN plans, if time available after 
receiving the rate study, to submit an amended budget request to address this critical funding issue in the DDSN 
service delivery system. DDSN’s current $5 million estimate is likely only a partial payment of the anticipated rate 
increase needs.  This $5 million with its Medicaid match would be a 3.2% increase in community service rates (FY 
2018-2019 budget $543 million).  DDSN anticipates a multi-year budget request approach to implement 
recommendations from the rate study.   

$5,000,000 
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3 Intermediate Care Facility (ICF) Regional Center Service Rates: 
DDSN’s four ICF Regional Centers have undergone significant de-population over the past two decades requiring 
shifting resources to community providers creating a substantial risk of under-resourcing ICF Regional Centers.  
Under new agency leadership and having operated with an interim executive staff for nearly nine months, DDSN 
addressed this situation through an internal cost study during the Fall 2018.   
 
Result of Cost Study:  29 additional LPN nurses are needed in DDSN’s Regional Centers.  This is based on the fact 
current on-board nurse resources (LPN & RN) are insufficient to meet nurse Targeted Staffing Level (TSL) needs by 
approximately 15%.  Required nurse resources were short of actual staffing needs even after including substantial 
nurse supplements in the form of state temps, contractors, and overtime (63% FTE & 37% supplemental).  DDSN’s 
current hiring salary for LPNs is $38,000, which is below market and not attracting sufficient LPN candidates.  As a 
result, the LPN hiring range requires an increase to $41,000 - $43,000 based on the candidate’s experience ($42,000 
average) to attract sufficient qualified candidates.  The cost for this increase is $517,040 plus $100,860 to increase 
on-board LPNs to be equitably raised to the minimum thresholds to prevent turnover for a total of $617,900.  As 
LPNs are hired to reduce stress in the system from nurse shortages, the increased LPN salary will be used to attract 
additional LPNs to replace existing dependency on supplemental resources (state temps, contractors, and overtime). 
 
An analysis of the direct care staffing shortages at Whitten (26%) and Coastal (28%) would require 71 ($2.3 million) 
and 50 ($1.6 million) direct care worker ($3.9 million), respectively.  Currently, the lack of funding does not need 
legislative appropriations because, fortunately or unfortunately, these two Regional Centers have no expectations of 
sufficient candidates to address these shortages.  It is hopeful “Budget Priority #1 - $1 raise” will stimulate applicants 
for hire at Whitten and Coastal Centers.  Midlands and Pee Dee have challenges, but are at the 90+% staffing level.   
 
DDSN maintains adequate maintenance reserves to address Regional Centers’ maintenance components that have 
failed or near failure.  However, the funding has not kept up with delayed maintenance short of a crisis, particularly 
in the interior of the facilities.  Delayed maintenance estimate at the four centers is $8.6 million with $5.9 million as 
a top tier need.  The highest priority needs, Tier 1, include such items as carpeting, flooring, furniture, remodeling 
bathrooms, food service chillers, buses, vans, wheelchairs, hospital beds, blinds, security cameras, campus lighting, 
gym bleachers, keyless entry, building door/window frames, PT equipment, drainage, and degraded HVACs.  The 
requested $882,100 funds will start the process of re-constituting while establishing a more robust recurring 
maintenance program to maintain operations at higher levels rather than operate to failure as is the current practice.        

 
 $1,500,000 

 
 

________________ 
 
 
 
 

Nursing Resources 
$617,900 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Delayed Maintenance 
$882,100 

 

 

4 Intermediate Care Facility (ICF) Regional Center Institutional Respite: 
To increase system capacity by creating 12 institutional respite beds for individuals at-home and in a waiver who 
exhibit high behaviors and need intense respite intervention.  This institutional respite would provide time limited 
intensive supports by highly trained staff in temporary residential services and may be used for medication 
stabilization, dually diagnosed behavior interventions and other services recommended by a physician.  This 
institutional respite service is critical to the system as the ultimately goal is to return the individual to his/her home 
or to a less restrictive residential setting in the community.  Addressing this intense, short-term need would prevent 
emergency hospitalizations, more expensive long-term residential placements and also incentivize providers to 
accept individuals with high behavior needs for initial placement.  

 
 
 
 
 $580,500 
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5 Increase and Improve Access to Residential Supports: 
This request will provide necessary residential supports and services to 36 individuals with aggressive, intensely 
challenging behaviors requiring high management and/or forensic residential beds.  These funds will be used to 
develop eleven homes and day supports in the community, including one-time capital and startup costs associated 
with the new services, and provide necessary residential and day supports and services for 33 individuals. 
Additionally, the funds will be used for one home developed and operated directly by DDSN staff to provide 
immediate residential services to judicially committed consumers suitable for a community setting with intensive 
supervision.  Costs will include one-time capital and startup costs associated with the new services, and provide 
necessary residential and day supports and services for three (3) individuals.   

This population can be very difficult to serve as they often are a threat to themselves and/or others.  The number of 
providers willing to serve this population is extremely limited.  If rates are not adequate to cover the actual cost of 
high management services, the state cannot increase the service capacity necessary to address this ongoing need.  
Each year DDSN receives more court ordered residential placements for individuals with challenging behaviors and 
the agency must comply with judges’ orders. 

DDSN requests a four bed CTH II for juveniles in the community meeting Medicaid requirements for reimbursement. 
DDSN’s current juvenile residential capacity of 22 beds is full.  Eight beds are eligible for Medicaid reimbursement 
and 14 are state funded due to institutional group home settings.  If funded, the new four-bed residence will provide 
immediate capacity.  DDSN will also work on a cost savings plan to self-fund new four-bed residences meeting 
Medicaid requirements to provide better services at less cost to juveniles suitable for the community currently in 
state funded group homes.   

$1,533,575 

________________ 

High Management/ 
Forensic Residential 

Beds 
$1,440,000 

4 Bed CTH II – 
Juveniles 
$93,575 

6 Child Protective Custody Transition: 
Annually, DDSN avails residential services to DDSN eligible children who are approaching the age of majority in the 
custody and or care of the South Carolina Department of Social Services (SCDSS).  It is the intent of our agency to 
provide residential habilitation to these individuals in a community training home I or specialized family home 
setting.  This residential model allows children and adults eligible for SCDDSN services and requiring long-term 
residential care to live in the home of a vetted caregiver offering care, supervision, skills training, and ancillary 
support based on the individual’s needs.  The home will require licensure and serve a maximum of two 
consumers.  DDSN is requesting $140,000 to develop 5 community training home I or specialized family home 
settings.  This initiative will cost effectively serve approximately 10 individuals.    

$140,000 $140,000 

7 Early Intervention: 
DDSN has absorbed BabyNet and Early Intervention (EI) service increases through internal reallocations for many 
years without requests for corresponding budget increases.  There exists no capacity for increased early intervention 
services to three through six-year-old children without additional funding to meet increase consumers eligible for EI 
services.   

$800,000 
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8 Increase Access to Post-Acute Rehabilitation that is Specialized for Traumatic Brain or Spinal Cord Injuries: 
DDSN has a recurring appropriation of $3.6 million to provide a post-acute rehabilitation program for individuals who 
experience a traumatic brain or spinal cord injury.  During the last three months of the FY 17/18, DDSN only funded 
one new TBI/SCI inpatient due to a lack of funds.  This resulted in an estimate of 12 TBI/SCI uninsured/under-insured 
citizens not receiving treatment.  The lack of funding is estimated at $500,268 (12 patients x $41,689 avg. inpatient 
cost).  This request for additional permanent funding of $500,000 would serve an additional 12 individuals and bridge 
the funding gap at the estimated number of TBI/SCI consumers in the upcoming FY 19/20.  

For best outcomes, specialized rehabilitation should begin as soon as possible following medical stabilization or 
discharge from acute care.  Without appropriate rehabilitative treatment and therapies in the first weeks or months 
after injury, people are not able to achieve optimal neurological recovery and maximum functional improvement.  
Research shows these results in more substantial levels of permanent disability and limits the ability to work.  As a 
consequence, there are greater needs for long-term care, and other health, mental health and social services.  Lack 
of rehabilitation options causes extended acute care hospital stays following injury for many people.  There are also 
higher rates of subsequent hospitalizations for people who do not receive rehabilitation.  

$500,000 

TOTAL RECURRING FUNDS $20,454,075 $10,540,000 
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1 South Carolina Genomic Medicine Initiative: 
This request will assure statewide access to genetic services for individuals with complex developmental disabilities 
and their families.  It also supports development of a systematic and comprehensive application of new genomic 
technologies.  Despite the success of the collaboration between DDSN and Greenwood Genetics Center (GGC), we 
are still unable to identify the underlying cause for intellectual disability in approximately 40% of the individuals 
evaluated. For individuals with autism, we are unable to determine an underlying cause in 80% of those evaluated. 
The lack of a specific cause is not acceptable to families and physicians, and significantly limits optimum medical 
management, treatment options and informed reproductive decision making. 

The GGC is embarking on a major genomic initiative that will have a transformative impact on the GGC, the state, and 
the provision of personalized medicine for South Carolinians. This South Carolina Genomic Medicine Initiative will 
combine clinical care, a “multi-omics” technological approach and big data/machine learning to create a powerful 
and unique resource serving patients, healthcare providers, and state agencies. This bold initiative is being pursued 
to significantly increase the diagnostic yield for individuals with intellectual disabilities and autism, with the ultimate 
goal of providing information necessary to provide personalized and precise medical treatment and management for 
patients with disabilities and autism. In addition, the data accumulated with this initiative will provide precise genomic 
information that will help develop and guide personalized public health policies. 

The request of $2,000,000 non-recurring state funds is in conjunction with funds from the private sector.  Anticipated 
partners include the private sector, such as foundations, Clemson University, other academic partners and individual 
donors.  It is the intention of the GGC to work with SCDHHS to pursue an administrative Medicaid match for this 
project to demonstrate the impact and value of this approach to CMS.  

$2,000,000 $2,000,000 

TOTAL NON-RECURRING $2,000,000 $2,000,000 

TOTAL FUNDS REQUESTED $22,454,075 $12,540,000 
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